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CLASSIFICATION OF BICOVARIANTDIFFERENTIAL CALCULIS. Majid1Department of Mathematics, Harvard UniversityScience Center, Cambridge MA 02138, USA2+Department of Applied Mathematics & Theoretical PhysicsUniversity of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 9EWJuly { August 1996Abstract We show that the bicovariant �rst order di�erential calculi on a factoris-able semisimple quantum group are in 1-1 correspondence with irreducible represen-tations V of the quantum group enveloping algebra. The corresponding calculus isconstructed and has dimension dimV 2. The di�erential calculi on a �nite group al-gebra CG are also classi�ed and shown to be in correspondence with pairs consistingof an irreducible representation V and a continuous parameter in CP dim V�1. Theyhave dimension dimV. For a classical Lie group we obtain an in�nite family of non-standard calculi. General constructions for bicovariant calculi and their quantumtangent spaces are also obtained.Keywords: one-form { di�erential calculus { quantum tangent space { quantumgroup { non-commutative geometry { quantum double1 IntroductionOne of the �rst steps in non-commutative geometry of the kind coming out of quantum groupsis the choice of `�rst order di�erential calculus' or `cotangent bundle'. Only once this is �xed canone begin to do gauge theory [1] or make other geometrical constructions. When the quantumspace in question is a quantum group, A, it is natural to require that the di�erential calculus iscovariant under left and right translations. Thus, we require � � 
1(A), d : A! � such that1. � is an A-bimodule2. � is an A-cobimodule, with coactions �L : � ! A
� and �R : � ! �
A bimodulemaps3. d : A! � is a bicomodule map1Royal Society University Research Fellow and Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge2During the calendar years 1995 + 1996 1



4. d(ab) = (da)b+ a(db) for all a; b 2 A5. � = spanfadbj a; b 2 AgHere, a bicomodule is like a bimodule but with arrows reversed, i.e. a pair of commutingcoactions �L;�R. A morphism of di�erential calculi means a bimodule and bicomodule mapforming a commutative triangle with the d maps. These are the natural axioms proposed someyears ago by Woronowicz[2]. The axiom 5. here is not essential; it speci�es that the calculusis irreducible, and is assumed throughout the paper. By now, several examples are known, andthere is also case-by-case classi�cation for several families of quantum groups in [3]. The classof `inner' bicovariant calculi has also been introduced [4]. The complete classi�cation of thepossible calculi on a general quantum group remains, however, open.In Section 4 of the present paper we present a complete solution to this classi�cation problemunder the strict assumption of a semisimple factorisable quantum group. The standard q-deformed function algebras Gq are essentially factorisable in the sense that they are factorisableup to suitable localisations or when working over formal power-series. In this case our algebraicresult (a) constructs a calculus of on Gq of dimension (dimV )2 for each irreducible representationV of Uq(g) and (b) indicates that these are the only `generic' possibilities in the sense of extendingto localisations or to working over formal power-series in the deformation parameter.We begin in Section 2 with a clari�cation of the role of the quantum double in classifyingcalculi. This is well-known or implicit from [2] but appears to remain of current interest; see[5]. In fact, calculi correspond to subrepresentations of a given quantum-double module, aresult which is somewhat di�erent from that recently presented in [5] (these authors did notimpose the optional irreducibility axiom 5 above, and hence have a more complicated result).We reformulate the theory with these quantum double subrepresentations or `quantum tangentspaces' as the starting point and then develop some preliminary general results from this pointof view.In Section 3 we apply these results to the complete classi�cation for A = CG the groupalgebra over a �nite group, as well as recovering the known classi�cation for the function algebraA = C (G). We also comment on the case where G is a Lie group.Section 4 presents the main result of the paper; Section 5 concludes with a brief discussion ofthe open problem for the classi�cation of higher order di�erential calculi (or exterior algebras).We also mention the braided version of the results in the present paper, to be presented in detail2



elsewhere[6]. We work over C for convenience, but all abstract Hopf-algebraic results work overany ground �eld or, with care, over a ring such as C [[~]].AcknowledgmentsMost of work for this paper and some of the writing up was done at the meeting on Represen-tation Theory and Mathematical Physics at the Erwin Schroedinger Institute during my visitMay-June 1996. I would like thank the organisers I. Penkov, J. Wolf and the director P. Michorfor their support.2 Role of the quantum doubleIn this preliminary section we clarify the role of the quantum double in classifying bicovariantdi�erential calculi. It is needed for our main result in Section 4. This role of the quantum doubleshould be known to experts, but we have not found a suitably explicit treatment elsewhere.Moreover, this use of the quantum double is di�erent from the one recently presented in [5],hence it would appear necessary to emphasise it here and explain the relation with that work.The use of a braiding to describe the derivation property of partial derivatives in Proposition 2.3,the emphasis on quantum double subrepresentations, and the resulting applications at the endof the section (such as the `mirror' operation) appear to be novel aspects of our formulation.Let H be a Hopf algebra non-degenerately dually paired with A. The Drinfeld quantumdouble[7] is the double cross product Hopf algebra H./Aop built on H 
A with the product(h
a)(g
 b) = hg(2)
 ba(2)hg(1); a(1)ihg(3); Sa(3)i; a; b 2 A; h; g 2 H (1)and tensor product unit and coalgebra. This is the formulation from [8]. We use here (andthroughout) the notations and conventions from [9]. Thus, �h = h(1)
 h(2) is the coproduct,S is the antipode (which we assume for convenience to be invertible), and h ; i is the pairingbetween H and A. We denote the counit of any of our Hopf algebras by �.The quantum double has a formal quasitriangular structure R =Pa fa
 ea where feag is abasis of H and ffag a dual basis of A. Although formal, this does lead to a braiding 	 amongsuitable representations. To make this precise, we de�ne a representation of the quantum doubleof H to be H-regular if the action of A � H./Aop is given by evaluation against a (left) coactionof H . It is A-regular if the action of H is given by evaluation against a (right) coaction of A. IfV is A-regular or W is H-regular then 	 : V 
W ! W 
 V is a well-de�ned operator. Thus,3



	(v
w) = Pa ea.w
 fa.v = Pa ea.w
hfa; v �(1)iv �(2) = v �(1).w
 v �(2) in the �rst case, wherev 7! v �(1)
 v �(2) (with summation understood) is the assumed coaction V ! H 
 V . Similarly inthe second case.Woronowicz in [2] observed that �rst order bicovariant calculi are in 1-1 correspondencewith Ad-invariant `ideals' in ker �. More precisely, they correspond to quotients of ker � � A bysubspaces M which are stable under the action and coactiona.v = av; Ad(v) = v(1)Sv(3)
 v(2) (2)on v 2 ker �. Equivalently, they correspond to quotients V to which this action and coactiondescend. The corresponding calculus is � = V 
A with tensor product action and coaction fromthe left and trivial action and coaction on V from the right (here we take the left and right actionsand coactions on A de�ned by its product and coproduct). In addition, da = a(1)
 a(2) � 1
a,where a(1) is projected to V . This is the most general form for a bicovariant calculus up toisomorphism. The case V = ker � � A is called the `universal' �rst order calculus.As a �rst step, we can write all coactions of A as actions of H . Then (2) becomesa.v = av; h.v = hh; v(1)Sv(3)iv(2) (3)and calculi correspond to quotients of which are equivariant under these actions. The quantumdouble is not needed to classify calculi here, but in fact these two actions do �t together toform a representation of A./Hop, the quantum double of A. This fact allows one to deduce,for example, the canonical braiding � in [2] from the quantum double quasitriangular structure,which would otherwise have to be introduced by hand. This was explained in [10]. In thiscontext, it is natural also to reformulate the bicomodules �L;�R in the axioms 2. and 3. ofa bicovariant calculus as an Hop-bimodule by evaluation against the coactions. In principle,requiring an Hop-bimodule could be slightly more general when H is in�nite-dimensional.Lemma 2.1 The quantum double H./Aop acts on ker � � H byh.x = h(1)xSh(2); a.x = ha; x(1)ix(2) � ha; xi1Proof The quantum double has a well-known `Schroedinger' representation on H [9] by thequantum adjoint action and by the coregular `di�erentiation' representation. This induces theaction stated on ker � via the projection �(h) = h � 1�(h) as a morphism H ! ker �, i.e. it4



is easy to see that it is indeed an action of the quantum double on ker � and that � is anintertwiner. Also, we can identify the linear space ker � � A with A=C (the quotient by the1-dimensional vector space spanned by the unit element); for any element in A=C there is aunique representative in ker � � A. In terms of A=C the action in (3) is a.v = av � �(v)a andh.v = hv(1)Sv(3)iv(2). The action stated in the lemma is the natural right action of A./Hop onker � � H dual to this action on A=C , viewed as a left action of the quantum double of H . tuWe are now ready to make a further reformulation which, when the bicovariant calculus is�nite-dimensional as an A-module, is strictly equivalent by dualizing V .Proposition 2.2 Finite-dimensional bicovariant calculi are in 1-1 correspondence with subrep-resentations L � ker � � H of the quantum double representation in Lemma 2.1.� = Lin(L;A); (da)(x) = hx; a(1)ia(2)(a � )(x) = a(2)(a(1).x); ( � a)(x) = (x)a(h � )(x) = hh(2); (h(1).x)(1)i(h(1).x)(2); ( � h)(x) = (x)(1)h(x)(2); hifor all  2 Lin(L;A). The vector space L is called the quantum tangent space associated to thecalculus.Proof A quotient of A=C which is equivariant under the quantum double action correspondsunder dualisation to a subspace of ker � � H which is stable under the action in Lemma 2.1.Thus, this is a dual formulation of the correspondence (3). Also, da = a(1)
 a(2) � 1
a =a(1)
 a(2) when we work with V as a quotient of A=C , which leads to the form shown for d.It is easy to verify directly that the structures shown indeed provide a �rst order bicovariantdi�erential calculus given L. Conversely, in the �nite-dimensional case, we de�ne L = V � whereV is the invariant part of � under the usual correspondence in (3). In terms of the idealM whichde�nes the bicovariant calculus via (2), the corresponding quantum double subrepresentation isL = fx 2 ker �j hx; ai = 0 8a 2Mg. tuThe correspondence in the proposition is contragradient i.e. morphisms of calculi �1 ! �2correspond to inclusions L2 ,! L1 of quantum double subrepresentations. Only inclusions areallowed here, corresponding to all morphisms of calculi being of the form �2 a quotient of �1. Inthe in�nite-dimensional case every bicovariant calculus continues to de�ne a subrepresentation5



L, and, conversely, a subrepresentation L continues to provide a bicovariant �rst order calculusin our slightly generalised sense where an action of Hop replaces the coactions �L;�R. It is this�nal reformulation in terms quantum tangent spaces which we will use; by de�nition a quantumtangent space L is a subrepresentation of ker � � H under the action of the quantum double ofH , and it is these which we will actually classify in the present paper. Indeed, quantum tangentspaces have many nice properties, making them an equally good starting point for di�erentialcalculus.Proposition 2.3 For each x 2 L, we de�ne the `braided derivation'@x : A! A; @x(a) = (da)(x)This obeys @x(ab) = (@xa)b+ 	(a
x)�(2)@	(a
 x)�(1)bwhere 	 : L
A ! A
L is the quantum double braiding between A;L as quantum doublemodules, with inverse 	�1(a
x) denoted explicitly by 	(a
x)�(1)
	(a
x)�(2).Proof We start with the identity@x(ab) = hx; (ab)(1)i(ab)(2) = hx(1); a(1)ihx(2); b(1)ia(2)b(2)= hx; a(1)ia(2)b+ ha(1).x; b(1)ia(2)b(2) = @x(a)b+ a(2)@a(1).x(b)based on the de�nition of @x and the action in Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, A is a quantumdouble module by h.a = hSh; a(1)ia(2); b.a = (S�1b(2))ab(1); (4)which is the conjugate (dual) of the Schroedinger representation of the quantum double on H .It is H-regular, so that the braiding 	 is well-de�ned. We compute it easily as	(x
a) = ea.a
 fa.x = a(2)
Sa(1).x (5)with inverse 	�1(a
x) = a(1).x
 a(2), which we put into the above identity. tuBecause the subspace L is stable under the quantum adjoint action, it is tempting to restrictthe latter to L as a `quantum Lie bracket' [ ; ] = Ad : L
L! L. The use of Ad as `quantum Liebracket' has been discussed in [2] from this point of view and independently from another point6



of view in [11] (where the `quantum Lie bracket structure constants' for the l+Sl� generators ofUq(g) were computed in R-matrix form). The only content here comes from the identities[x; [y; z]] = [[x(1); y]; [x(2); z]]; [x(1); y]x(2) = xy (6)which hold in any quantum group when [ ; ] = Ad is the left adjoint action.Proposition 2.4 The `quantum Lie bracket' on L de�ned by Ad obeys[x; [y; z]] = [[x; y]; z]+ [ ; [ ; z]] �	(x
 y); [x; y] = xy � �	(x
 y)where 	 is the quantum double braiding between L; L as quantum double modules.Proof We again use the formula 	(x
 y) = ea.y
 fa.x; our action of the quantum doubleof H is regular and we still have a well-de�ned operator	(x
 y) = Adea(y)
(hfa; x(1)ix(2) � hfa; xi1) = [x(1); y]
x(2) � [x; y]
1: (7)Then (6) can be trivially rewritten in the form stated by eliminating the coproduct in favour of	 in these equations. tuThere are, however, some fundamental problems to be overcome before one could call thisvector space L with [ ; ] some kind of `quantum Lie algebra'. These fundamental problemshave been explained in [11] and force one to the braided version[12] where these problems areresolved:1. Although `enveloping algebra-like' relations [x; y] = xy � �	(x
 y) hold in H , we do notknow that L generates H . Even if it does, we do not know that these are the only relations inH . Indeed, for Uq(g) they are not. So H 6= U(L) as generated by L and such relations.2. Even if H were to be generated in some way from L, we are not able to recover thecoproduct of H in this way. Indeed, for Uq(g) the coproduct of H does not have any simple formon L and hence cannot be generated in some canonical way. Without this, U(L) is only an algebraand not a Hopf algebra or bialgebra. Equivalently, one cannot tensor product representationsof L in any natural way, which makes it useless as a `Lie algebra'.In the case where H is quasitriangular, there is a `transmutation theory'[13] which convertsH to a braided group. It also converts L to a `braided-Lie algebra' L. The linear maps [ ; ] arethe same (the braided adjoint action coincides with the quantum one) but the coalgebras are7



di�erent. For the standard calculus on Gq, the braided coproduct takes a standard matrix formon L and there is a corresponding U(L) as a braided group (bialgebra in a braided category)generated from L. Thus, the problems 1.-2. are resolved at the price of working with the braidedversion of the theory. For a general Hopf algebra H and general L, however, we do not reallyhave a `quantum Lie algebra' or braided-Lie algebra at all. Hence we prefer the term `quantumtangent space' for the subspace L.Finally, we discuss the well-known correspondence between bicovariant bimodules (i.e. simul-taneous modules and comodules as in the above axioms 1. and 2. for a calculus) and quantumdouble modules. Bicovariant bimodules are known in the mathematics literature[14] as bi-Hopfmodules, and indeed correspond (in a standard way) to crossed modules[15]. The latter havebeen identi�ed with quantum double modules by the author in [8]. In view of such a correspon-dence, it has been argued in [5] that bicovariant calculi are therefore in 1-1 correspondence withpairs (V;  ) where V is a quantum double module and  is an Ad-equivariant one-cocycle on Awith values in V . The corresponding calculus is� = V 
A; da =  (a(1))
a(2)It is easy to see that the Leibniz rule for d indeed corresponds to the cocycle condition (ab) = a. (b) +  (a)�(b):By contrast, the classi�cation in Proposition 2.2 tells us that this point of view, although inter-esting, is not so useful; not every quantum double module V is needed but only the subrepre-sentations of one particular quantum double representation. This is because the above axiom 5.of a bicovariant calculus corresponds to  surjective. This condition was omitted in the analysisin [5] and, as soon as it is imposed, we see that the cocycle condition forces the action of A sinceevery element of V can be written as  (b) for some b. Likewise, surjectivity of  and its equiv-ariance forces the action of H on V to be the image under  of the coadjoint one. Therefore, weare forced into the setting above, with V = L� and  the quotienting map in (3) or the adjointof the inclusion L � ker � in Proposition 2.2. This is why not all quantum double modules areallowed. Moreover, it is not necessary to solve any cocycle conditions explicitly; these take careof themselves in the speci�cation of the submodule inclusion into ker �.We conclude the section with some general constructions for bicovariant calculi and theirquantum tangent spaces. Firstly, we recall that any element � 2 A which is invariant under the8



adjoint coaction Ad in (2) can be used to generate an ideal A(�� �(�)) to quotient ker � � A by.This class of bicovariant calculi can be called inner type-I because the exterior derivative obeys�(�)da = a(1)�(�)
a(2) � 1�(�)
a = a(1)�
 a(2) � �
 a = a � (�
 1)� (�
 1) � a (8)projected down to the quotient. The expression on the right is shown lifted up to A
A as aleft A-module by the tensor product left action and a right A-module by right multiplication inthe second copy. A variant of this construction was introduced in [4], where we quotient by theideal (ker �):(�� (�(�) + 1)) � ker � � A and we haveda = (a(1) � �(a(1)))
a(2) = a(1)(�� �(�))
a(2) � (�� �(�))
a = a � !(�)� !(�) � a (9)in the quotient, where !(�) = (�� �(�))
 1 = (d�(1))S�(2) 2 �. This class can be called innertype-II. Since Ad-invariant elements � are closed under addition and multiplication, we havewhole ring of bicovariant di�erential calculi of either type. The standard calculi on Gq werealready obtained in [16] as a quotient of an inner type-II form (with � the q-trace), while [4]extended this to a ring of calculi generated by elements �1; � � � ; �r 2 Gq constructed throughtransmutation. Note that the cocycle point of view might suggest the more general notion of`coboundary' di�erential calculus where  is the Hocschild coboundary of � 2 V , i.e.  (a) =a.� � �(a)�. However, when we again add the surjectivity of  we are forced to � =  (�) forsome � and we return to the class of inner type-II calculi from [4]. This is simlar to (but di�erentfrom) the discussion in [5].Proposition 2.5 The quantum tangent space for an inner type-I bicovariant di�erential calcu-lus de�ned by any non-trivial element � 2 A invariant under Ad in (2) is the quantum doublesubrepresentation L� = fx 2 ker � � H j x(1)hx(2); �i = x�(�)g:This has a canonical extension ~L� where the condition on x is only required to hold on evaluationagainst all a 2 ker � � A. Similarly, the quantum tangent space for the inner type-II case isL�;1 = fx 2 ker � � H j hx; a�i = hx; ai(�(�) + 1); 8a 2 ker � � Ag:9



Proof It is convenient to �rst identify ker � with A=C as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Then aninner type-I bicovariant calculus has V the quotient by the image A.� in A=C . Hence its dualconsists of the linear functionals x 2 ker � � H such that hx; a.�i = 0 for all a, i.e. such thathx; a��a�(�)i = 0. This leads to the dual formulation; we de�ne L� as stated and verify directlythat it is stable under the quantum double action in Lemma 2.1, which is a straightforward Hopfalgebra computation. The variant in which we require hx; a�i = hx; ai�(�) for all a 2 ker � � Ais easily veri�ed to also form a quantum double subrepresentation, and de�nes ~L�. The type-IIcase is similar. tuNote that we can de�ne L�;� similarly, with �(�) + � in place of �(�) + 1 and then obtain�da = a�!(�)�!(�)�a as in [4]. All non-zero � are equivalent to the inner type-II construction viaL�;� = L��1�;1, while L�;0 = ~L�. More generally, we can restrict the condition 8a 2 ker � � A inby requiring only a 2M , whereM � ker � � A is the quotienting ideal for any given bicovariantcalculus. This gives a 1-parameter family of new calculi with quotienting idealM �(��(�(�)+�)),and is the general idea behind the above constructions.The representation-theoretic point of view suggests, however, a di�erent type of generalconstruction for any Hopf algebra. Namely, pick any element x 2 ker � � H and de�neL = (H./Aop).x, the image of x under the quantum double action. It evidently forms a sub-representation of ker � and hence by Proposition 2.2 it de�nes a bicovariant di�erential calculus.More generally, the image of any left ideal of the quantum double acting on any x 2 ker � � Hwill be a subrepresentation. An interesting special case of this idea is the following:Proposition 2.6 Let c 2 H be any non-trivial central element. There is an associated bico-variant di�erential calculus withLc = spanfxa = ha; c(1)ic(2) � ha; ci1j a 2 ker � � Ag@xa(b) = hab(1); cib(2) � ha; cib; 	�1(b
xa) = xab(1) 
 b(2)[xa; xb] = xb(2)haSb(1))b(3); ci � xbha; ci; 	(xa
 xb) = xb(2) 
 xa(Sb(1))b(3)for all b 2 A in the middle line. We say that the quantum tangent space Lc or its correspondingbicovariant di�erential calculus is centrally generated. It has a canonical extension ~Lc spannedby fxag for all a 2 A. 10



Proof The quantum double can also be written as Aop./H , i.e. every element can be writtenuniquely in the form Pi aihi with ai 2 A and hi 2 H . A central element c is precisely anelement for which h.c = �(h)c for all h 2 H . Hence the image of x = c��(c) under the quantumdouble action reduces to the image of the action of A in Lemma 2.1. Thus ~Lc = spanfxa =a.(c � �(c))ja 2 Ag is a subrepresentation under the quantum double. We then restrict theallowed fxag to a 2 ker � � A. It is easy to check that this still de�nes a quantum doublesubrepresentation, which is the one stated. It can sometimes coincide with ~Lc.The calculation of @xa and 	�1 from Proposition 2.3 is trivial. For the quantum Lie bracketin Proposition 2.4, we note �rst the Ad-invariance identityc(1)
h(1)c(2)Sh(2) = (Sh(1))c(1)h(2)
 c(2); 8h 2 H (10)which holds for any central element c. ThenAdh(xa)= ha; c(1)iAdh(c(2))� �(h)ha; ci = ha; (Sh(1))c(1)h(2)ic(2) � �(h)ha; ci= xa(2)hh; (Sa(1))a(3)i+ ha; (Sh(1))ch(2)i � �(h)ha; ci = xa(2)hh; (Sa(1))a(3)iwhere the last two terms cancel because c is central. In other words, the map A ! H sendinga 7! (a
 id)�c intertwines the quantum adjoint action and the quantum coadjoint action;likewise for its projection to ker �, which is the map a 7! xa. Using this observation, we havethe quantum Lie bracket[xa; xb] = xb(2)hxa; (Sb(1))b(3)i = xb(2)ha; c(1)ihc(2); (Sb(1))b(2)i � xbha; cigiving the result as stated. Likewise, the braiding in Proposition 2.4 comes out as	(xa
 xb)= ha; c(1)iAdc(2)(xb)
 c(3) � ha; c(1)iAdc(2)(xb)
 1= xb(2) 
 c(2)ha(Sb(1))b(3); c(1)i � xb(2) 
 1ha(Sb(1))b(3); ci = xb(2) 
xa(Sb(1))b(3) ;again using the intertwining property for the map a 7! xa. tuThe centrally generated calculi are dual in a certain sense to inner type-I calculi. Thus, thequantum tangent space for the inner calculus in Proposition 2.5 can be viewed as the kernelunder di�erentiation for a suitable (right-handed) calculus on H , taken along the direction of� � �(�). By contrast, the quantum tangent space for a centrally generated calculus can beviewed as the projection to ker � � H of the image of c under di�erentiation along all possible11



a 2 ker � � A, for a suitable (left-handed) calculus on H . Also, for factorisable quantum groups(see the next section) there is a correspondence between central elements and elements invariantunder a right handed AdR coaction, via the quantum Killing form, see[4]. So centrally generatedcalculi and (a right-handed version of) inner calculi are in correspondence in this case, althoughquite di�erent in character.A centrally generated calculus typically has many quotients, i.e. its quantum tangent spaceLc itself has further subrepresentations. For example, we can restrict the allowed fxag toa 2 MR whenever MR is a right ideal in ker � � A stable under the right coaction AdR(a) �a(2)
(Sa(1))a(3). This is because the relation ha = hh; (Sa(1))a(3)ia(2) holds for the quantumdouble when acting on a central element. Moreover, comparing with (2), we see that everynon-trivial central element c de�nes a `mirror' operation from the moduli space of right-handedbicovariant calculi to the moduli space of left-handed bicovariant calculi. It sends a calculusde�ned by quotienting the universal one by a right ideal MR according to a (right-handedversion of) (2) to the calculus with quantum tangent space fxaj a 2 MRg � Lc. The lattercalculus is itself a quotient of the universal one, namely by the (left) idealMR = fa 2 ker �j hma; ci= 0 8m 2MRg: (11)This is our `mirror' operation at the level of the quotienting ideals. The same operation with left-right interchanged takes us from left-handed to right handed calculi, and there is a canonicalinclusion MR � MR. The calculus with quantum tangent space Lc in Proposition 2.6 is themirror image of the zero di�erential calculus, and vice-versa. In addition, the zero di�erentialcalculus is the mirror image of the universal di�erential calculus.Also clear from this point of view, if L1; L2 are subrepresentations of the quantum doublethen L1 \ L2 is also. We denote its calculus by �1 � �2; it is a quotient of both �1;�2. L1 + L2is also a subrepresentation and we denote its calculus �1 � �2; it has �1;�2 as quotients. IfL1 \ L2 = f0g then the resulting calculus is the obvious direct product calculus. We say that adi�erential calculus is coirreducible if its corresponding quantum tangent space L is irreducibleas a quantum double representation. This implies that the calculus has no proper quotientcalculus. Note that this should not be confused with irreducibility for the calculus (no propersubcalculus) which is automatically true for all calculi in the paper as a consequence of axiom 5.in the de�nition of a bicovariant calculus. Moreover, in nice cases (where the quantum double12



is semisimple) one has only to decomposeker � = L1 � L2 � � � � (12)into irreducibles in order to classify coirreducible calculi; each distinct irreducible in the decom-position corresponds to an isolated coirreducible calculus and each irreducible with multiplicitytypically corresponds to a continuous family of calculi given by a parameter describing the em-beddings of the irreducible into its multiple copies in ker �. Moreover, we see in this situationthat the universal di�erential calculus, which corresponds to L = ker �, can be built up as adirect product of coirreducible calculi.3 Calculi on �nite groups and enveloping algebrasIn this section we apply the formulation of the classi�cation problem in the preceding section tothe elementary cases of �nite groups and enveloping algebras. The result in the case A = C (G)(the algebra of functions on a �nite group) is already known by other means, but recovered nowfrom Proposition 2.2. But we also give the dual case A = CG (the group algebra). It turns outto be more similar to the quantum group case in the following section. The classi�cation for Liegroups and enveloping algebras remains open, but we make some remarks.Proposition 3.1 Let A = C (G) where G is a �nite group. It is known in this case[17] thatthe coirreducible bicovariant di�erential calculi are in 1-1 correspondence with the non-trivialconjugacy classes C � G. We recover this result from the above approach as corresponding toL = spanfxg � g � ejg 2 Cg; @xga = a(g � ( ))� a; 	�1(a
xg) = xg 
 a(g � ( ))[xg; xh] = xghg�1 � xh; 	(xg 
 xh) = xghg�1 
 xgwhere e is the group identity element.Proof Here H = CG and we classify all irreducible subspaces L � ker � � CG which arestable under the adjoint action and the action of C (G) in Lemma 2.1. The algebra A = C (G)is commutative and elements of the form xg = g � e are a basis of simultaneous eigenfunctionsfor its action on ker �, since a.xg = a(g)g � a(e)e� a(g)e+ a(e)e = a(g)xg for any g 2 G. Bychoosing a a Kronecker delta function we see that if L contains a linear combination involvingxg then it contains xg itself. Hence L = spanfxgjg 2 Cg for some subset C � G not containing13



e. This is the content of stability under the A part of the quantum double action. The contentof stability under the H part of the quantum double action (the adjoint action of G extendedlinearly) is therefore that C should be a union of non-trivial conjugacy classes. The irreducibleL then correspond precisely to the non-trival conjugacy classes. The corresponding braidedderivations are @xga = hxg; a(1)ia(2) = a(g( ))�a(e( )) and the `quantum Lie bracket' is [xg; xh] =Adg(xh) � xh = xghg�1 � xh as stated. Likewise, we compute 	 from (5) and (7) in the formstated. One also has ker � = �C 6=fegLC , corresponding to the decomposition of G � feg intonon-trivial conjugacy classes, i.e. the universal calculus as a direct product of the coirreducibles.tu These calculi are all `non-classical' in the sense that the braiding needed for the derivationproperty is non-trivial (when G is non-Abelian). They are in fact a variant of the familiarq-derivative, with q being replaced by a group element taken from the conjugacy class. Thenon-classical nature also appears as non-commutativity of the calculus in the sense adb 6= (db)afor some a; b. The calculus is inner type-I with � the characteristic function of C[feg, and innertype-II with � the characteristic function of C. We can also apply our formalism to A = CG.If G is Abelian we have CG = C (Ĝ) and return to the preceding example applied to the dualgroup. But when G is non-Abelian, the algebra A is non-commutative and we are really doing`non-commutative geometry'.Proposition 3.2 Let A = CG where G is a �nite group. The coirreducible bicovariant di�eren-tial calculi are in 1-1 correspondence with pairs V; �, where V is a non-trivial irreducible (right)representation of G and � 2 P (V �). The corresponding calculus has dimension dim V andL = spanfxv � hv/( ); �i�hv; �i1 j v 2 V g; @xv(g) = (hv/g; �i�hv; �i)g; 	�1(xv 
 g) = g
 xv/gand trivial `quantum Lie bracket'.Proof Here H = C (G) is commutative. Hence the adjoint action in Lemma 2.1 is trivial (asis the bracket [ ; ] and its associated braiding). We therefore need only to classify irreduciblesubspaces L � ker � � C (G) under the action of CGop . This action is h.x = x(h( )) � x(h)1for all x 2 ker �, which is the standard projection � to ker � of the right regular representationof G on C (G) by multiplication from the left in the group. The Peter-Weyl decompositionC (G)�=C �V 6=C V 
 V � projected via the projection � is an isomorphism �V 6=CV 
 V ��=ker �,14



giving the decomposition of this into irreducibles. In the Peter-Weyl decomposition, the elementv
 � maps to the function hv/( ); �i 2 C (G), giving the form of L shown. We need � 6= 0 andwe identify all � which are related by a phase since these give the same L, i.e. the continuousparameter is � 2 P (V �) = CP dim V�1. The braided-derivation is @xvg = hxv; gig on group-like elements of CG, which gives the form shown. The group-like elements are simultaneouseigenfunctions for all the braided-derivations. The braiding is easily computed as 	�1(g
 xv) =g.xv 
 g = hv/g( ); �i 
 g � hv/g; �i 
g = xv/g
 g. tuNote that a basis of V � speci�es dim V isomorphic copies of V in the Peter-Weyl decomposi-tion. However, we need here not only the multiplicities but the actual corresponding subspacesL. We obtain a subspace isomorphic to V for every non-trivial linear combination (moduloan overall scale) of the basis elements, i.e. a continuous family of calculi parametrized by theprojective space P (V �) for each irreducible representation V . Also, since irreducible represen-tations of G correspond to characters, one can recast this result in terms of these. For a givencharacter � we identify V �� as the quotient of CG where [�] = [�0] if �(g�) = �(g�0) for all g.Then coirreducible calculi are in 1-1 correspondence with pairs �; [�] according toL = spanfxg � �(g( )�)��(g�)1jg 2 Gg; @xgh = (�(gh�)��(g�))h; 	�1(h
xg) = xgh
 hwhere g; h 2 G. Here V� is the vector space spanned by �(( )�g) as g runs over G and is anirreducible (right) representation of G acting by left multiplication in the argument of �. Fromthis, it is clear that these calculi on CG are all centrally generated by c = �(g( )�).Finally, we consider the di�erential calculi on a classical Lie group co-ordinate ring A = C (G).Here C (G) denotes an algebraic model of the functions on G constructed as a Hopf algebra non-degenerately paired to the enveloping algebra U(g).Proposition 3.3 Let g be a Lie algebra. For each natural number n there is a bicovariantdi�erential calculus with L = g+ gg+ � � �gn, the subspace of degree � n and � 1. For example,for n = 2: L = spanf�; ��j �; �; � 2 gg; @� = �~�; @�� = ~� ~�	�1(a
 �) = �
 a; 	�1(a
 ��) = ��
 a� � 
 ~�(a)� �
 ~�(a)[�; x] = �x� x�; [��; x] = ��x� �x� � �x� + x��	(�
 x) = x
 �; 	(��
 x) = [�; x]
� + [�; x]
� + x
 ��15



for all x 2 L. Here ~� is the right-invariant vector-�eld associated to � 2 g.Proof Note that the degree of a given element in U(g) is not well-de�ned but the subspacespanned by products of up to n elements is. We show only that such a subspace L(n) forms aquantum double subrepresentation. To see that it is closed under the adjoint action of U(g) itsu�ces to see that it is closed under the action of each � 2 g. This action is by commutator inU(g). Hence assuming the result for L(n�1) and the Leibniz rule for commutators, we obtainthe result for L(n) by induction. The other part of the quantum double action (that of A =C (G)) is given by evaluation against the left coaction � = � � id
 1. Then �(�x) = �(�x)��x
 1 = (�
 1)�x + (1
 �)�x � �x
 1 = (�
 1)�(x) + (1
 �)�(x) + x
 � 2 U(g)
L(n) as�(x) 2 U(g)
L(n�1) and n � 1. Here x 2 L(n�1) and we proceed by induction. The explicitcomputations for L(2) are immediate from the form of the coproduct on �� in the formulaeabove. Here, @�(a) = h�; a(1)ia(2) = ddt j0a(et�( )) = �~�(a) for a 2 C (G) (this is given explicitlyby the matrix representation of g used in de�ning the pairing between U(g) and C (G), i.e. it isactually algebraic.) tuWe see that it is possible to view higher order di�erential operators as if they are `�rst ordervector �elds' { but braided. A second order operator, for example, is clearly not a derivation inthe usual sense but it is a braided-derivation for suitable 	. For example, one could compute its`ow' as a corresponding braided-exponential. This opens up the possibility of a `geometrical'picture for the evolution of quantum systems generated by second or higher order Hamiltonians,to be given in detail elsewhere.On the other hand, we do not attempt to classify all bicovariant calculi here. This wouldappear to be an interesting problem in the classical theory of enveloping algebras: �nd allsubspaces L which are stable under the adjoint action and under the left coaction � = ��1
 id.Moreover, the L(n) are of course not coirreducible. Instead, we have a �ltrationg = L(1) � L(2) � L(3) � � � � L(1) = ker �; (13)where g = L(1) corresponds to the classical di�erential calculus on C (G). At the level of bico-variant calculi we have a sequence of quotients of the universal one (of all �nite degree invariantdi�erential operators) eventually quotienting down to the standard one.There are certainly bicovariant calculi other than the L(n). For example, if g
 g has an Ad-invariant element t = ti
 ti (e.g. if g is semisimple) then L = g�C spanned by g and the central16



element c = titi corresponds to a bicovariant di�erential calculus in between those correspondingto L(1) and L(2). In the semisimple case, g can be viewed as being centrally generated accordingto Proposition 2.6 by the quadratic Casimir, and g� C is its canonical extension. (Equivalently,the mirror operation (11) in this case turns the zero di�erential calculus into the classical one,and vice-versa.) The elements of g act as ordinary vector �elds, while c acts as a second orderoperator viewed as a braided-vector �eld. The quantum Lie bracket restricted to g is its usualLie bracket. The other cases and the braiding are[�; c] = 0; [c; c] = 0; [c; �] = [ti; [ti; �]]; 	(�
 �) = �
 �	(�
 c) = c
 �; 	(c
 �) = �
 c+ [ti; �]
 ti � ti
[ti; �]; 	(c
 c) = c
 c: (14)If g under the adjoint action is isotypical (as for sl2) then [c; �] here is �xed multiple of �. Thesimplest case L = sl2 � C corresponds to the non-standard 4-dimensional di�erential calculuson SU(2) which has been studied in [17] as the q ! 1 limit of the known 4-dimensional calculuson the quantum group SUq(2) in [2]. Similarly, L(n�1) � C corresponds to a natural calculusin between the calculi corresponding to L(n�1) and L(n), whenever we have a degree n centralelement. Intermediate calculi are generally what arise when we take the limit of quantum groupdi�erential calculi (these will be classi�ed in the next section), i.e. this is a general feature.Put another way, we will see from the classi�cation in the next section that the standard dim g-dimensional calculus on a simple Lie group G violates the `principle of q-deformisability'; onlycertain extensions of ordinary vector �elds on a Lie group by higher order vector �elds candeform to calculi on Gq.4 Calculi on factorisable quantum groupsIn this section we present our main result, which is a classi�cation of the bicovariant calculi fora factorisable semisimple quantum group. We then discuss the application of the result to thestandard quantum groups Gq, which these are essentially factorisable.We recall that a `strict quantum group' or quasitriangular Hopf algebra is factorisable[18]if R21R viewed as a map Q : A ! H by Q(a) = (a
 id)(R21R) is an isomorphism. Thisis the strongest form; one may also demand separately that the map is injective or surjective.We also consider, by de�nition, that a quantum group is semisimple if there is a Peter-Weyldecomposition �V V �
 V �=A (15)17



provided by the matrix elements of the inequivalent �nite-dimensional irreducible representationsV of H . This is broadly equivalent to other notions of semisimplicity, and is at any rate thecondition that we suppose in this section. If V is such a representation, with basis feig anddual basis ff ig, we de�ne the matrix elements �ij 2 A by h.ei = ej�ij(h) and the above mapby f i
 ej 7! �ij .Lemma 4.1 Let H be a factorisable quantum group with dual A. The map Q identi�es ker � � Aand ker � � H. Under this identi�cation, the action of the quantum double in Lemma 2.1 becomesthe action on ker � � A given byh.a = a(2)hh; (Sa(1))a(3)i; b.a = hb;R0(1)R(2)iha(1);R0(2)iha(3);R(1)ia(2) � hb;Q(a)i1for all h 2 H and b 2 A. Here, R0 � R0(1)
R0(2) denotes a second copy of the quasitriangularstructure. R.Proof It is immediate from the counity property of the quasitriangular structure R thatQ(1) = 1. Hence Q(ker �) = ker � � H . Moreover, we know from Ad-invariance of the quantumKilling form that Adh � Q(a) = Q(Ad�ha) where Ad�h is the left quantum coadjoint action asstated for h.a in the lemma, and Ad is the quantum adjoint action used for x in Lemma 2.1.For a proof see [11] or the text[9]. The new part concerns the other action:b.Q(a)= hb;Q(a)(1)iQ(a)(2) � hb;Q(a)i1= ha;R(2)1 R(1)2 ihb;R(1)1 (1)R(2)2 (1)iR(1)1 (2)R(2)2 (2) � hb;Q(a)iQ(1)= ha;R(2)1 R(2)3 R(1)4 R(1)2 ihb;R(1)1 R(2)2 iR(1)3 R(2)4 � hb;Q(a)iQ(1)= ha(1);R(2)1 iha(3);R(1)2 ihb;R(1)1 R(2)2 iQ(a(2))� hb;Q(a)iQ(1) = Q(b.a)for all a 2 ker � � A and b 2 A, where R(1)1 
R(2)1 ; � � � ;R(1)4 
R(2)4 are four copies of R. The�rst equality is the action of A in Lemma 2.1. The second puts in the formula for Q. The thirdis the coproduct property of the quasitriangular structure and �nally we recognise the requiredresult in terms of the action b.a stated. Hence Q intertwines the stated action of the quantumdouble with the action in Lemma 2.1. Note that this computation also works at the level of acoaction of H rather than an action by b 2 A (i.e. the action of the quantum double remainsA-regular). tuSo the possible quantum tangent spaces L are in 1-1 correspondence with subrepresentationsof ker � � A under this action of the quantum double. This action looks more complicated than18



before. However, there is a well-known isomorphism in the factorisable case of the quantumdouble with HIJH . The latter is H 
H as an algebra and has a coalgebra which is a twistingof the tensor product one. The map � to HIJH is[18]�(h
 a) = h(1)R�(2)
 h(2)R(1)hR�(1)R(2); ai (16)The full details of the isomorphism and an explicit formula for ��1 are in the author's text[9].Proposition 4.2 The action in Lemma 4.1 of the quantum double, in the form HIJH actingon ker � � A, takes the form(h
 1).a = hSh; a(1)ia(2) � 1hSh; ai; (1
 g).a = a(1)hg; a(2)i � 1hg; aifor all h; g 2 H and a 2 ker � � A.Proof To �nd the action of HIJH we need the explicit inversion formula for � in [9]. Then(h
 1).a = ��1(h
 1).a etc. can be computed, and one obtains the result stated in the propo-sition. Once these actions have been obtained, however, it is enough (and rather easier) to verifythat pull back along � indeed recovers the action of H./Aop in Lemma 4.1. Thus,�(h
 1).a= (h(1)
 h(2)).a = (h(1)
 1).a(1)hh(2); a(2)i � (h(1)
 1).1hh(2); ai= hSh(1); a(1)ia(2)hh(2); a(3)i � hSh(1); a(1)i1hh(2); a(2)i = hh; (Sa(1))a(3)ia(2)�(1
 b).a= (R�(2)
R(1)).ahR�(1)R(2); bi= (R�(2)
 1).a(1)hR(1); a(2)ihR�(1)R(2); bi � (R�(2)
 1).1hR(1); aihR�(1)R(2); bi= hSR�(2); a(1)ia(2)hR(1); a(3)ihR�(1)R(2); bi � hSR�(2); a(1)i1hR(1); a(2)ihR�(1)R(2); bi= a(2)hR0(2); a(1)ihR(1); a(3)ihR0(1)R(2); bi � hQ(a); bi1as required. We used the form of �, the actions as stated in the proposition and, in the lastline, the antipode property (S
 id)R�1 = R of a quasitriangular structure. Our notation isR�(1)
R�(2) = R�1. tuSo, quantum tangent spaces L are in correspondence with subrepresentations of ker � underthis action of H 
H . We can now obtain our main result.Theorem 4.3 Let H be a factorisable quantum group with dual A, and suppose that the Peter-Weyl decomposition (15) holds. Then the �nite dimensional bicovariant coirreducible calculi on19



A are in 1-1 correspondence with the non-trivial �nite-dimensional irredicible representations Vof H. The corresponding calculus has dimension (dim V )2 andL = spanfxij � Q(�ij � 1�ij)j i; j = 1; � � � ; dim V g@xij (a) = Q(�ij 
 a(1))a(2) � �ija; 	�1(a
xij) = xab
a(3)R(a(1)
 �ia)R(�bj 
 a(2))[xij ; xkl] = xabQ(�ij 
(S�ka)�bl)� xkl�ij	(xij 
 xkl) = xmn
 xabR((S�cm)�nd
 �ia)R(�bj 
(S�kc)�dl)where we also regard the quantum Killing form and quasitriangular structure as functionalsQ;R : A
A! CProof We �rst separate o� the trivial representation in (15), so A�=C � (�V 6=CV �
 V ) wherethe sum is over non-trivial V . The projection �(a) = a � 1�(a) from A ! ker � establishes anisomorphism ker ��= �V 6=C V �
 V: (17)This is because � and the projection to �V 6=CV �
 V have the same kernel, namely the spanof the identity element in A. By Proposition 4.2, we therefore have an isomorphism of H 
Hmodules, where the secondH acts on V as in the Peter-Weyl decomposition (the given irreduciblerepresentation V ) and the �rst copy of H acts on V � by the conjugate representation h.f =f(Sh.( )) for f 2 V �. Next, as H 
H modules, these V �
 V are distinct and irreducible.Hence they are precisely the choices for irreducible subrepresentations of ker � � A.The explicit formula for the braided-derivations and their requisite braiding are easily com-puted from the formulae in Proposition 2.3. From the proof of Lemma 4.1 we have(�� id
 1)xij= R(1)R0(2)h(�ij � �ij)(1);R(2)ih(�ij � �ij)(3);R0(1)i 
Q((�ij � �ij)(2))�Q(�ij � �ij)
 1= R(1)R0(2)
h�ia;R(2)ih�bj ;R0(1)iQ(�ab)�Q(�ij)
 1= R(1)R0(2)
h�ia;R(2)ih�bj ;R0(1)ixabEvaluation against this is the action of A in Lemma 4.1, which is the action needed to computethe braiding. Thus, 	�1(a
xij) = a(2)
ha(1);R(1)R0(2)ih�ia;R(2)ih�bj ;R0(1)ixab, which can bewritten in the form shown where R is regarded as a functional on A
A. The quantum Liebracket and its braiding from Proposition 2.4 are also easily computed and follow the same20



lines as in [11][19], except that we are not tied to any particular representation V or any �xedR-matrix; we include the proofs only for completeness in our present conventions. Thus, byAd-invariance of Q we have[xij ; xkl]= Q[Q(�ij � �ij).(�kl � �kl)]= Q(�ab)hQ(�ij); (S�ka)�bli � �ijQ(�kl) = xabhQ(�ij); (S�ka)�bli � �ijxkl;which we write in the form stated where Q = R21R is regarded as a functional on A
A. Here. is the quantum coadjoint action of H in Lemma 4.1. Finally, using the above result for �xijand Ad-invariance of Q, we have	(xij 
 xkl)= [xij (1); xkl]
xij (2) � [xij ; xkl]
 1 = Q[R(1)R0(2).(�kl � �kl)]
h�ia;R(2)ih�bj ;R0(1)ixab= Q(�cd)
 xabhR(1)R0(2); (S�kc)�dlih�ia;R(2)ih�bj ;R0(1)ixab � �kl
 xij= xcd
 xabhR(1)R0(2); (S�kc)�dlih�ia;R(2)ih�bj ;R0(1)ixabwhich we write in the form stated. Note that both of the expressions Q(�ij 
(S�ka)�bl) andR((S�cm)�nd
 �ia)R(�bj 
(S�kc)�dl) can be expanded out as four-fold products of the matricesR = (�
 �)R, its inverse and ~R = (�
 � � S)R. This step and the resulting R-matrix formulaeare identical in form to the computation of the quantum Lie algebra `structure constants' in[11] and the computation of the quadratic relations of the braided matrices in [19] (the matrixdenoted 	0 there), respectively. Hence we omit the proofs and note only that, after rearrangingthe R-matrices, one has the same form as for a quantum or braided-Lie algebra of matrix type,namely R21[x1; Rx2] = x2Q� Qx2; R21	(x1
Rx2) = x2R21
 x1R (18)where the numerical su�ces denote positions in a matrix tensor product and Q = R21R. Therelation between (18), braided matrices u = x+id and the quantum double is explained further in[10] (where the quantum double braiding 	 is denoted �R). On the other hand, now (18) appliesto any irreducible representation V of H and not some fundamental basic representation, whichneed not exist. tuLet us note that if R is a quasitriangular structure in a quantum group then so is R�121 .Thus all results involving a quasitriangular Hopf algebra have a `conjugate' one in which thisconjugate R�121 is used instead of R. This conjugation is also intimately tied to the �-operation21



or complex conjugation in many systems[20]. In the above theorem, we see that for every V wehave equally well the conjugate�L = spanf�xij � �Q(�ij � 1�ij)j i; j = 1; � � � ; dimV g (19)where �Q(a) = (a
 id)(R�1R�121 ). Here �L is isomorphic to L but the isomorphism (which is�Q � Q�1 restricted to L) is non-trivial. This �ts also with the general point of view of quasi-� structures on inhomogeneous quantum groups[20] where the tensor product of unitaries isunitary only up to a non-trivial isomorphism.These results can be applied formally to the standard quantum groups H = Uq(g) with dualA = Gq associated to complex semisimple Lie algebras, provided we work over formal power-series C [[~]] and introduce suitable logarithms for some of the Gq generators, etc. Or, if we wantto work algebraically over C (with generic q), we need to localise and introduce roots of some ofthe generators of Gq and use the algebraic form of Uq(g) where qH2 etc. is regarded as a singlegenerator. This is clear from the standard cases such SUq(2): In standard notations the valueof Q on the generators isQ�a bc d� =  qH q� 12 (q � q�1)qH2 X�q� 12 (q � q�1)X+qH2 q�1C � q�2qH ! (20)where C = qH�1 + q�H+1 + (q � q�1)2X+X� is the q-quadratic Casimir. According to [18],the standard quantum groups are all factorisable modulo such formal extensions. Likewise, thePeter-Weyl decomposition (15) holds formally for the standard semisimple g. This is because thecategory of �nite-dimensional representations in the classical and quantum cases are genericallyequivalent, and the assumption holds in some form for the classical case. Note also that theentries in (20) projected to ker � span a 4-dimensional L associated to the spin 1=2 representation,and has the structure in Theorem 4.3 without any powerseries. Indeed, the quantum doubleof Uq(su2) is known to be a q-deformation of the Lorentz group and hence the lowest possiblegeneric representation is the 4-dimensional one on q-Minkowski space. In this simplest case, �Lis the same subspace L. The latter also coincides with LC from Proposition 2.6 with C theq-quadratic Casimir above, and is a subspace of L�;1 from Proposition 2.5 with � = (qa +q�1d)=q�2(q3 � 1)(q � 1) the normalised q-trace.Therefore we should understand Theorem 4.3 not as a complete algebraic classi�cation for agiven version of each given Gq (this is a much harder problem and has been recently addressedin some cases[3]), but as a classi�cation of those calculi which are `generic' in the sense that22



they extend to the various localisations and square-roots of the generators etc. needed for exactfactorisability. In other words, there are natural calculi, corresponding to L (or �L) for each �nite-dimensional irreducible representation V , and these are the only ones modulo `pathological'possibilities for particular q for particular versions of particular Gq.For the A;B; C;D series we have a natural `fundamental representations' V and in this caseit should be clear that the calculus corresponding to L is the one found by Jurco[16] by othermeans. We therefore have a new construction for this and the result that its slight generalisationto other irredcuble representations exhausts all the generic �rst order bicovariant di�erentialcalculi on the standard semisimple quantisations.5 Concluding remarksWe conclude with some remarks about further work. Firstly, the bicovariant calculi studied hereare `�rst order'. They play the role of 1-forms. It remains to construct and classify all possiblehigher order calculi or `exterior algebras'. One canonical construction is to take the tensoralgebra on the �rst order calculus � and quotient with the aid of a `skew-symmetrizer' builtfrom the quantum double braiding 	, see[2]. In this case the exterior algebra is a super-Hopfalgebra[21]. On the other hand, even when � is the classical calculus, the canonical exterioralgebra is not the classical one. One must quotient it further. The classi�cation of exterioralgebras therefore remains open even after we have classi�ed the �rst order calculi.Secondly, all of the results in Section 2 about �rst order calculi on quantum groups havean analogue for braided groups. Braided groups are needed to include q-deformations Rnq andR1;3q etc., with their additive (braided) coproduct. The classi�cation of di�erential calculi onsuch objects would therefore seem to be the starting point for some form of q-geometry basedon Rn. Our result in this direction is a negative but rather unexpected one: generically there isonly one coirreducible braided-bicovariant di�erential calculus on R1;3q (say), and it is in�nite-dimensional. Its braided tangent space L consists (in a suitable completion) of a q-deformation ofthe space of solutions of the massless Klein-Gordon equation projected to the functions vanishingat the origin. Briey, (details will be presented elsewhere) the sketch is as follows. Let B be abraided group in a braided category generated by `background quantum group'H as its categoryof modules. We de�ne a braided-bicovariant calculus � in the obvious way and proceed in asimilar manner to Section 2. The role of the quantum double is now played by the author's23
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